
Exponential technological (r)evolutions 
- responsible leadership for the future  



Now 

We are at the take-off point of exponential technological changes:  
to keep thinking linear will be increasingly dangerous
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Time for hybrid thinking: what is today  

and what might be tomorrow 



The future is no longer just an extension of the present



The future is no longer just an extension of the present





Imagine

Observe

Lead with Foresights

Understand

Future-Readiness



We must  now ‘think back from the future’ to be the  
best-possible stewards of our companies and societies  



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts  
represent huge opportunities  
but will also result in exponential 
challenges to many things that 
actually make us human
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Data is the new oil; intelligence is the new petrol



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world” (Sundar @ Google)

Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as 

visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages” Wikipedia



Intelligent machines will change our world more than any other invention to-date



Years not decades



How far should we take this? And who decides?



Who is ‘mission control for humanity?



Is human thinking and existence…computable?



Is human thinking and existence…computable?





What should (not) be automated ?



#hellven

90%10%



Technology is morally neutral - until we apply it 



Anything that can be digitised, datafied, automated or robotised will be…

but anything that cannot…will become extremely valuable!



I don’t think we are not going to be ‘useless humans’



http://www.infosysconsultinginsights.com/top-skills-2020/

Are you ready for the end of routine?



Connectivity + Data + Intelligence + Humanness



Give the routines to machines - but don’t delegate trust, relationships and humanity



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it



‘The Future 
belongs to 

those that can 
hear it coming’ 

David Bowie



Thanks for your time and attention!


